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ABSTRACT

       Decks of cable stayed bridges are supported by cables transferring the reaction loads to the pylons. 
� e cables are either terminated in an anchorage or the main tensile element is continuous, crossing 
through the pylon, guided by means of saddles.
       In a continuous e� ort to optimise structures, designers have privileged pylon presenting a plain 
body, with no inner cavities needed for the installation of cable anchorages. Such plain pylon bodies 
prompt the use of saddle to guide a continuous tendon across, or, alternatively, push the connection 
of the stay cable on the outside, using structural tensile components such as steel links, to obtain the 
transfer of the stay cable loads to the pylons.
       � e multiaxial loading of the stay cable on the pylon connection, as well as functional needs asso-
ciated to stay cable operations, compelled establishment of numerous criteria to achieve the design of 
such devices.
       Today, engineers have gained experience in the design, manufacture and installation of pylon con-
nections including associated stay cable system. � is paper aims to compile key criteria in the design 
of pylon connections for plain body pylon and highlighting particularities of both families of applied 
solutions: structural steel links and guiding friction saddles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

       Bridge architects and owners are increasingly concerned by the aesthetic of cable stay bridge de-
signs. One of the factors to achieve this, is the slenderness of the pylon, the “iconic monument” of such 
landmark structures. � is encourages designers to consider plain towers rather than hollow core tow-
ers, forcing the use of saddles or structural links.

Figure 1: Various cable connection solutions at plain pylon [1]


